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Toby Jellinek is well known to most of us as a long- 
established and much-respected specialist dealer in early 
oak furniture, and an erstwhile adviser to Sotheby’s. His 
long-awaited book on early seat furniture appeared in 
print last year, and offers a 
feast of over 450 photographs 
of chairs, stools and other 
forms of seating, mostly taken 
especially for the book. Some 
of his examples will be 
unfamiliar, though many have 
been published in books, 
magazine articles, dealers’ 
advertisements and 
auctioneers’ catalogues, and 
while some are in accessible 
museum and country house 
collections, others are now 
hidden away in private 
collections, so it is refreshing 
to have new access, in colour, 
to items that were previously 
available only in black and 
white or in obscure 
publications, if at all.

It is tempting to compare 
and contrast the book with
Benno Forman’s magisterial work on American Seating 
Furniture 1630-1730, a work of similar size and coverage. 
Completed by Robert Blair St George and Robert F Trent, 
and published by W W Norton & Co in 1988, the 
American book is effectively a catalogue of the seat furniture 
at the Winterthur Museum in Delaware, though at the same 
time casting a wider net for comparative examples, 
reviewing the technology of the period, and acknowledging 
the debt of derivation owed by the colonial culture to its 
British sources. But whereas Forman’s work is a thoroughly 
wide-ranging and objective review of historical furniture as 
an evidential document relevant to the cultures that 
produced and used it, Jellinek adopts an altogether different 
and more old-fashioned subjective approach by 
concentrating on issues of connoisseurship in which 
furniture is appreciated for its beauty of design, colour and 
texture, and therefore as a component of interior decoration, 
while drawing little conclusion about its original context of 
production, ownership, function and status.

In his introductory pages, Jellinek shares with us his 

deep personal experience of handling a wide range of early 
oak furniture over nearly 50 years. He offers the beginner 
some valuable advice on how to go about the task of 
interpreting the rich surfaces and patination of ancient 
furniture, and provides some of the tools necessary for 
analysing, confirming and appreciating the authenticity of 
specific objects. Thus the book has many virtues, but a 
major complaint has to be that the captions to the 
photographs are for the most part blandly repetitive, 
reminiscent of an uncritical auctioneer’s catalogue entries, 

or those glossy dealers' 
catalogues that endlessly 
proclaim the virtues of their 
current stock-in-trade. There 
is a surfeit of ‘interesting’, 
‘rare’, ‘fine’, ‘stunning’, 
‘exquisite’, ‘imposing’ and 
‘elegant’ epithets, tending to 
promote or endorse their 
subjects rather than analysing 
them. The captions would 
have benefitted enormously 
from a deeper investigation 
into the historic contexts and 
specific histories of ownership 
and publication of individual 
pieces. Too often, the author 
resorts to mere description 
rather than providing specific 
information that the reader 
cannot draw for himself from 
the excellent photographs; 
these could also have been 

supplemented by more detail shots.
Members of the RFS may very well lament the shortage 

of references to the regional characteristics of individual 
pieces which, though admittedly not a central purpose of 
the author’s intentions, is nonetheless a widely-appreciated 
interest of the modern collector and furniture historian. 
Likewise, with his terminology of furniture forms and 
components, Jellinek does not seek or acknowledge the 
evidence for the contemporary use of descriptive names for 
things. He does begin each chapter with a quote which 
includes highlighted furniture terms, but since these are 
almost all from 19th and 20th century sources, they shed no 
light on patterns of usage in his chosen period. At the same 
time, the author makes no contribution to a viable 
interpretation of furniture typology, and his ordering of 
furniture types is somewhat idiosyncratic and hard to 
follow; though it has to be remembered that questions of 
typology are always difficult to resolve, and we cannot ever 
expect to condense furniture into a neat Linnaean-style 

Fig 1 Chair or adapted pulpit? c.1500 or c.1550-1650, and 
later adapted? (Burrell Collection, Acc. No. 14.58)



taxonomy, as if there were a natural progression of style, 
function and specialisation like that found in the evolution 
of plants and animals.

Jellinek’s descriptions of individual pieces are mainly 
faultless, though there are inevitably grounds for 
disagreement with some of his conclusions. For example, 
and from the very start, Plate 1 (reproduced here as fig 1) is 
described in the caption as ‘an extremely rare survival, if only 
partial, of a low-hacked enclosed armchair’, and claimed to be 
possibly late 15th century in date. There is no doubting the

A small group of RFS members will also recall us 
getting together at the preview of Clive Sherwood’s sale at 
Sotheby’s Olympia in May 2002, where we had the 
opportunity to gather around Lot 296 (Jellinek Plate 13), 
an imposing armchair, the back panel of which 
incorporates the carved profile image of a bearded warrior 
wearing a dramatic parade helmet. After careful scrutiny, 
we were left in doubt whether the frame and the panel 
could have started life together, such were the subtle 
differences in colour, wear and surface-texture between the

antiquarian appeal of this 
fascinating object, but surely 
it is far more likely to be the 
remains of a church pulpit 
dating from the mid 16th or 
into the 17th century, 
subsequently sliced across 
and converted into a chair?

I inspected this piece 
myself some years ago and 
found that this alternative 
attribution is strongly 
supported by various factors 
including the rather obviously 
reduced polygonal form of 
the piece (probably octagonal 
originally - this could easily 
be checked by analysing the 
remaining geometry of the 
fragment), together with 
remaining evidence of the 
original construction (there is 
a very obvious panel-groove 
running around the top of the 
framing, confirming the 
earlier presence of an upper 
row of panels) and the 
horizontal applied mouldings

Fig 2 X-frame chair, originally from Trerice in Cornwall, 
bearing the arms of Sir John Arundel! Ill or Alexander 
Arundell; c.1550 or c.1600? (John H Bryan Collection)

two. There also seemed to be 
clear evidence that the lower 
back rail had been dropped in 
order to accommodate a 
longer panel than the original.

The difficulties of 
pronouncing with confidence 
on precise histories of 
ownership, even in the 
presence of a coat of arms, are 
exemplified by Plate 132, a 
significant X-framed (so-called) 
Glastonbury chair which bears 
a complicated coat of arms (fig 
2). The arms are identified by 
Jellinek as probably those of 
Alexander Arundell, a member 
of the prominent but complex 
west country family of that 
name and the builders of 
Trerice in Cornwall (though 
the author does not offer the 
source of his identification) 
and therefore dated by him as 
c.1600. Yet, when I researched 
this same chair, a National 
Trust curator at Trerice (James 
Breslin) identified them for me

which are more palladian than gothic in character. The 
present feet (variously turned and rough-hewn), though 
clearly of great age, are of dubious origin and later 
associated with the rest of the structure, while the damaged 
upward extensions of the two central framing-posts are so 
mutilated that they present no evidence as finials. The 
authentic wear to the seat and top rails, plus the general 
patination are consistent with subsequent usage as a chair 
over a long period, but it clearly did not originate as such. 
It is worth noting that the width across the front is not 
53cm as recorded by the author, but 75cm (as kindly 
confirmed for me by Simon Eccles, a senior curator at the 
Burrell Collection), a size more consistent with that of a 
pulpit than a chair.

as those of Sir John Arundell III (a favourite of Henry VIII, 
known as Jack of Tilbury1), who died in 1561. The families 
represented seem to be Arundell, Trerise, Pelloure, Nanfan, 
Ligh, Rogers, St John and Jewe. So, what are we to accept 
as the actual date of this chair? Was it the lifetime property 
of Sir John III, which could place its origins in the 1550s; 
or was the chair later made and the arms carved in his 
memory; or was the chair made for Alexander in c.1600 as 
Jellinek suggests? These questions are highly relevant to 
problems of dating the small group of similar chairs 
illustrated by Jellinek, including the eponymous 
Glastonbury chair itself. Such is the stuff and the endless 
fascination of furniture history.
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